The Not-So-Boring Minuet

We are supposed to sing this song.
I hope it doesn’t last too long.
If you think it’s boring please refrain from snoring;
Remember that its culture!

Culture is something good for you,
Like liver, spinach and beets too.
So while we are screaming you should not be dreaming;
Please stay awake!

The reputation for sleep sensation’s an exaggeration we have been told.
Its not too bad for a song that’s 300 years old.

What’s going on? Did someone yawn?
Has the whole row begun to dose?
Please be nice to songs classically composed!

If you slept in the rain you’d get all wet,
Doo-dah, doo-dah.
So why sleep through our minuet?
O doo dah day! Hey!

This is Bach too. A minor minuet, you will not forget, when we are through.
Notice how sad, I’ll bet when we are through every one of you will be glad!

We hope that you have learned a bit; Classics are for the fun of it!
If you found it boring thank you for not snoring; now its time to quit!